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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- Re-birth Robotics - Version 2.0 Released V2.0 is a complete rework of Rebirth with a new set of goals, the ability to choose unit types for each vehicle and much more. The rb-338 v2.0 is now available for download. If you have downloaded the previous version please run the rb-338.exe in your ReBirth main directory and replace the
data in the rb-338.ini file with the data from the main release. Please note that rb-338 v2.0 is incompatible with any previous version of the rb-338, it includes updates to the AI, maps, units, etc. Re-birth rb-338 v2.0 V2.0 is a complete rework of the rebirth of the rb-338 series. As such, it contains a lot of improvements and changes over the original. This release includes: - Updated AI - Upgraded the
graphics (between the new and previous, the differences between both are completely the same) - New unit selection screen (Vehicle selection screen is still available) - Fixed the lack of model for the pistol (9mm or 20mm) - Removed the free model for the grenade launcher - Improved the jumping effect of the grappling hook - Enhanced the sound effect of the rocket launcher - Changed the track
of the vehicle - New vehicle rendering method - Fix for the excessive cloud effects when unit is in the air - Added the ability to press CTRL and the mouse buttons at the same time to move the camera - Added a better weapon highlighting system - Added the ability to change the unit's position when pressing F11 - Added the ability to change the game settings - Added the ability to change the model

of the unit - Added the ability to change the textures of the unit - Added the ability to move the camera by pressing CTRL and the mouse wheel - Added the ability to change the unit's position by pressing F10 - Added a way of showing if the unit is a man or a women - New UI interface - Now you can use the mouse to select units - Now you can select 82157476af
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